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Abstract. Image-to-image translation based on convolutional neural networks

recently gained popularity. Especially approaches relying on generative adver-

sarial networks facilitating unpaired training open new opportunities for image

analysis. Making use of an unpaired image-to-image translation approach, we

propose a methodology to perform stain-independent segmentation of histologi-

cal whole slide images requiring annotated training data for one single stain only.

In this experimental study, we propose and investigate two different pipelines for

performing stain-independent segmentation, which are evaluated with three dif-

ferent stain combinations showing different degrees of difficulty. Whereas one

pipeline directly translates the images to be evaluated and uses a segmentation

model trained on original data, the other ”way round” translates the training data

in order to finally segment the original images. The results exhibit good perfor-

mance especially for the first approach and provide evidence that the direction of

translation plays a crucial role considering the final segmentation accuracy.
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1 Motivation

Image-to-image translation gained popularity during the last few years generating highly

attractive and realistic output [8, 9, 14]. The majority of approaches require image pairs

for training the image-to-image transformation models and make use of single fully-

convolutional networks (FCNs) [9] or adversarial networks (ANs) [8]. Recently, the so-

called cycleGAN [14] was introduced which eliminates the restriction of correspond-

ing image pairs for training the network. The authors proposed a generative adversarial

network (GAN) relying on a cycle-consistency loss which is combined with the dis-

criminator loss (GAN loss) to perform circular trainings. That means, translations from

domain A to domain B and back to domain A and the same vice versa are conducted.

This GAN architecture exhibits excellent performance in image-to-image translation

applications, based on unpaired training. As image pairs often cannot be obtained (or

are at least difficult and/or expensive to achieve), this architecture opens up entirely new

opportunities especially in the field of biomedical image analysis.

In this work, we investigate the applicability of image-to-image translation for image-

level domain adaptation showing the following advantages: (1) image-to-image trans-

lation allows completely unsupervised domain adaptation. (2) The domain adaptation
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model can be trained independently of the underlying segmentation or classification

problem which increases flexibility and saves computation time in case of more than

one segmentation and domain adaptation tasks (compared to other methods incorporat-

ing both steps into one architecture [10]). (3) Domain adaptation is completely transpar-

ent as the intermediate representation is an image and (4) domain adaptation is typically

utilized to adapt quite similar domains [3]. Domain pairs considered in image-to-image

translation on the other hand are often highly divergent considering color as well as tex-

ture. Despite all of these advantages, one problem of the cycleGAN formulation is that

there is no guarantee that the objects’ outline is kept stable during the adaptation pro-

cess. Problems can especially occur if the underlying distribution of the objects’ shapes

are dissimilar between the domains. In this case, it is very likely that GAN training leads

to changed shapes as otherwise the discriminator could easily distinguish between real

and fake images. If the objects’ shapes are changed during GAN training, a segmenta-

tion of the fake data and subsequently a transfer of the segmentation mask to the real

image cannot be conducted without losing segmentation accuracy.

Due to the dissemination of digital whole slide scanners generating large amounts

of digital histological image data, image analysis in this field has recently gained signif-

icant importance. Considered applications mostly consist of segmentation [2, 4], classi-

fication [1, 7, 12] and regression tasks [13]. For segmentation, especially FCNs [2, 11]

yielded excellent performances. However, problems arise if the underlying distribution

between training and testing data is dissimilar, which could be introduced by various

aspects, such as inter-subject variability, dye variations, different staining protocols or

pathological modifications [5]. Although FCNs are capable to learn variability if suf-

ficient (and the right) training data is available, annotating whole slide images (WSIs)

for all potential combination of characteristics is definitely not feasible due to the large

number of degrees-of-freedom. The authors of previous work [6] proposed a pipeline to

perform stain-independent segmentation by registering an arbitrarily dyed WSI with a

differently stained WSI for which a trained model exists in order to directly transfer the

obtained segmentation mask. Although this strategy allows a segmentation of arbitrar-

ily stained WSIs, it requires for consecutive slices (which show similar image content

but are in general not available). The authors also showed that the registration step and

the fact that consecutive slices do not show exactly the same content constitute limiting

factors considering segmentation accuracy.

Contributions: To tackle the problem of a large range of different stains, (1) we propose

two stain-independent segmentation approaches (P1, P2) for the analysis of histological

image data (Fig. 1). We consider a scenario where annotated training data is available

for one staining protocol only (ST ). Both pipelines consist of completely separate seg-

mentation and GAN-based stain-translation stages which learn to convert between an

arbitrary stain (SU ) and the stain for which annotated data is available (ST ). In case of

P1, the input images to be segmented are adapted to match the stain of the training data,

whereas in case of P2, the training data is adapted in order to train a segmentation model

which fits the images to be segmented. (2) We investigate if stain-translation based on

image-to-image translation can be performed effectively for stain-independently seg-

menting WSIs. (3) As the characteristics and the segmentation-difficulty of the individ-

ual stains differ, we expect dissimilar performances on the two pipelines and therefore
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pose the question for the ”best way round”. There exists only one related publication

which focusses on stain-independent segmentation of WSIs [6]. Compared to this work,

the proposed method does not require consecutively cut slices which are in general not

available. Evaluation is performed based on a segmentation task in renal histopathology.

Particularly, we segment the so-called glomeruli exhibiting probably the most relevant

renal structure (Fig. 2).

2 Methods

We propose two stain-independent segmentation pipelines (P1, P2) consisting of a sep-

arate stain-translation and a segmentation stage. Supposed we have annotated training

WSIs available for a domain ST where the domain corresponds to a specific staining

protocol. For another domain SU , there are only non-annotated WSIs available. In the

following, focus is on obtaining segmentation masks for new images of the domain

without available annotations (SU , Fig. 1) by making use of two different pipelines. For

both pipelines, first a stain-translation GAN (cycleGAN [14]) is trained (Fig. 1, right)

consisting, inter alia, of the two generators GU and GT converting from ST to SU and

vice versa.

Pipeline 1 (P1): For P1, the segmentation model MT is trained with original (ST )

training data. The input images to be segmented are first stain-adapted using model

GT , then segmented based on model MT and finally the output masks obtained for the

stain-adapted fake images are directly transferred to the original images (as shown in

Fig. 1, P1). An advantage of P1 is, that the segmentation model can be trained indepen-

dently of the stain-translation model which improved efficiency in case of more than

one adaptation and segmentation tasks.

Pipeline 2 (P2): The training data is stain-adapted utilizing model GU to translate it

from ST to SU before training the segmentation model MU based on fake SU image

data. This model is directly utilized to segment the original (SU ) images without the

need for adapting them (Fig. 1, P2). An advantage of P2 is, that during testing only

one network is needed (and no stain-translation is performed) improving segmentation

efficiency.
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Fig. 1: Outline of the proposed stain-independent segmentation approaches (P1 & P2):

In case of P1, the input image is adapted and finally segmented with the model MT

trained on original data (ST ). In case of P2, the training data is adapted before training

the segmentation model MU which is finally used to segment the original data (SU ).
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(a) PAS (b) AFOG (c) Col3 (d) CD31

Fig. 2: Example patches from renal tissue showing a glomerulus dyed with four different

staining protocols.

Considerations: Due to the final segmentation task, we do not only need to generate

realistic images, but also corresponding image pairs (i.e. the objects’ masks need to

be similar). For example, if the generator creates images with displaced objects, they

could look realistic and could potentially also be inversely translated to satisfy the cycle

consistency. Such data, however, would be useless for our segmentation task. For this

purpose, in case of both pipelines, the following two assumptions need to hold. (a)

Firstly, the objects’ shapes need to be stain-invariant, i.e. the outline of the objects-of-

interest must not depend on the staining protocol. This is because in case of changing

shapes between the stains, the GAN would need to change the objects’ shape as well. As

a result, the unchanged corresponding annotations which are reused either for obtaining

the final mask (P1) or for training the segmentation model (P2) would no longer be

adequate. (b) Secondly, obviously information on the outline of the objects-of-interest

need to be available in both stainings to facilitate image-to-image translation.

For the considered image data sets, both conditions hold true [6], as can also be

assessed based on Fig. 2. Therefore, we expect that cycleGAN is capable to maintain

the underlying objects’ shape and to perform appropriate stain-translation. Evaluation

is performed by assessing the finally obtained segmentation scores.

2.1 Stain-Translation Model & Sampling Strategies

For training the stain-translation cycleGAN model, first patches are extracted from

source domain SU as well as from target domain ST WSIs. The target domain cor-

responds to the stain which should be finally segmented whereas the source domain

corresponds to the stain for which training data for segmentation is available. A patch

extraction is required, because due to the large size of the WSIs in the range of gigapix-

els, a holistic processing of complete images is not feasible. Training patches with a size

of 512 × 512 pixels are extracted from the original WSIs. For each data set, we extract

1500 of these patches. To account for the sparsity of the glomeruli, we consider uni-

form sampling of training patches as well as an equally weighted mixture of uniformly

sampled patches (750) and patches containing glomeruli (750). Uniform sampling in

both domains is referred to as Trand, 50%/50% sampling in the PAS domain combined

with uniform samping in the other as T50/rand and 50%/50% sampling in both do-

mains is referred to as T50. The first two scenarios are completely unsupervised (as

non-PAS domain data is uniformly sampled) whereas the last is not completely unsu-
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pervised. With these patches, a cycleGAN based on the GAN-loss LGAN , the cycle-

loss Lcyc as well as the identity loss Lid is trained [14] (with corresponding weights

wid = 1, wcyc = 1, wGAN = 1). Apart from a U-Net based generator network [11]

and an initial identity loss only (wid is only used to stabilize training at the beginning

of training and is set to zero after five epochs), the standard configuration based on the

patch-wise CNN discriminator is utilized [14])1.

2.2 Segmentation Model & Evaluation Details

For segmentation, we rely on an established fully-convolutional network architecture,

specifically the so-called U-Net [11] which was successfully applied for segmenting

kidney pathology [4]. For taking the distribution of objects into account (the glomeruli

are small, sparse objects covering only approximately 2% of the renal tissue area) train-

ing patches are not randomly extracted. Instead, as suggested in [4], 50% of the patches

are extracted in object-containing-area (to obtain class balance) whereas the other 50%

are randomly extracted (to include regions far away from the objects-of-interest).

The experimental study investigates WSIs showing renal tissue of mouse kidney.

Images are captured by the whole slide scanner model C9600-12, by Hamamatsu with

a 40× objective lens. As suggested in previous work [4], the second highest reso-

lution (20× magnification) is used for both segmentation and stain-translation. We

consider a scenario where manually annotated WSIs dyed with periodic acid Schiff

(PAS) are available for training the segmentation model. For adaptation and finally for

stain-independent segmentation, we consider WSIs dyed with Acid Fuchsin Orange G

(AFOG), a cluster-of-differentiation stain (CD31) and a stain focused on highlighting

Collagen III (Col3). The overall data set consists of 23 PAS, 12 AFOG, 12 Col3 and

12 CD31 WSIs, respectively. 10 of the 12 AFOG, Col3 and CD31 images are used for

training the stain-translation model and two are employed for evaluation. All 23 PAS

WSIs are utilized for training the segmentation network. For segmentation, we rely on

the original U-Net architecture [11]. Batch-size is set to one and L2-normalization is

applied. Besides standard data augmentation (rotation, flipping), moderate non-linear

deformations are applied similar to [4]. Training is conducted with 4,566 patches (492

× 492 pixels) extracted from all 23 PAS-stained WSIs. For evaluating the final segmen-

tation performance, the evaluation WSIs (which are not used for training) for each of

the stainings AFOG, CD31 and Col3 are manually annotated.

3 Results

The mean Dice similarity coefficients (DSCs) including standard deviations, precision

as well as recall are provided in Fig. 3. We notice that P1 generally exhibits higher

DSCs compared to P2. P1 also shows stable DSCs with lower standard deviations and

rather balanced recall and precision. Considering the different training strategies, either

T50 or Trand shows the best rates. The strategy based on different sampling strategies

in the two domains T50/rand performs worst. Regarding the three stain combinations,

we notice similar rates (between 0.81 and 0.86) in case of T50 compared to more diver-

gent DSCs between 0.74 and 0.86 in case of Trand. The overall best DSC is obtained

1 We use the provided PyTorch reference implementation [14].
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Fig. 3: Segmentation results (DSC, Precision, Recall) individually shown for the two

pipelines, the three training configurations and the three stain modalities. PAS baseline

indicates the DSC obtained for segmenting PAS stained images [4].

for CD31 in combination with Trand. Fig. 4 shows example images after the stain-

translation process. We notice that the translation process generally results in highly

realistic fake images. We also do not notice any significant changes of the shape of the

glomeruli which would automatically lead to degraded final segmentations (in Fig. 3).

4 Discussion

Making use of unpaired image-to-image translation, we propose a methodology to fa-

cilitate stain independent segmentation of WSIs relying on unsupervised image-level

domain adaptation. A crucial outcome is given by the divergent segmentation perfor-

mances considering the two proposed and investigated pipelines. It proved to be highly

advantageous to translate the WSIs to the PAS staining before segmenting the images

and not translating the training images to the target stain (i.e. the stain to be segmented).

A reason for this behavior could be given by weakly translated images in case of con-

verted PAS patches. Visual assessment (Fig. 4) indicates that PAS-to-any translation

leads to even visually indistinguishable fake images. Thus we are confident that this is

not the limiting factor here. Therefore, we assume that this is because the PAS stained

images are easier to segment (there is mostly a distinct change in color distribution in

case of the glomeruli) and a translation from PAS to a more difficult-to-segment stain-

ing leads to a loss of discriminative information. In opposite, if the difficult-to-segment

image is converted to an easier-to-segment image, the GAN visually makes a segmen-

tation task even easier. This hypothesis is also supported by the fact that Col3, which is

visually most difficult to segment and which exhibits the lowest average DCSs, shows

the most significant decrease with P2. Consequently, P1 could be considered as a multi-

stage segmentation approach first facilitating the segmentation task using GAN-based

stain-conversion followed by segmenting the easy-to-segment image data. In case of P1,
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Fig. 4: Example translations as well as overlays of the real and the corresponding fake

images (see bottom-right corners). The fake images look highly realistic and do not

show any significant changes in objects’ morphology.

we observe that the DSCs (at least in case of Trand and T50) are similar for all stain-

ings whereas strong differences are observed in case of P2. The GAN is obviously able

to perform stain-translation similarly well for all stain combinations (see P1 results),

although the segmentation networks show divergent outcomes for the different stains

(see P2 results). This again demonstrates the high effectiveness of the image translation

stage indicating that the limiting factor is rather given by the segmentation network.

Considering the different training set strategies, we notice that the approaches consid-

ering similar distributions in both domains perform best (Trand and T50). A dissimilar

distribution (T50/rand) partly leads to a transformation of glomerulus-like samples to

fake-glomeruli which are finally also segmented as glomerulus tissue in case of P1. In

previous work on registration-based segmentation [6], WSIs stained with CD31 were

investigated. While this reference approach reaches 0.83 and also exhibits higher vari-

ance, here we obtain DSCs of 0.85 and 0.86, respectively. With our novel method, the

inconvenient requirement of consecutive slides can also be circumvented.

To conclude, we introduced two pipelines to enable a stain-independent segmenta-

tion of histopathological image data requiring for annotated data for one single stain

only. The pipeline based on translating the image to be segmented showed excellent

performance and distinctly outperformed the other way round for all configurations.

Fortunately, ”the best way round” not only delivers the most accurate results, but also

constitutes the more flexible method as it allows to arbitrarily combine pre-trained seg-

mentation and translation models. Extended analysis indicates that actually segmen-

tation and not translation is the limiting factor here. Therefore we expect that a pre-

selection of special high-quality (and thereby easy-to-segment) slides for training the

stain-translation model can boost the overall performance even further by facilitating

the segmentation task.
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